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Introduction
Historically a cultural mediator between the East and West, Russia is now undergoing
a period of renaissance after a prolonged economic crisis caused by wars, stagnation and
many changes of government. It is a well-known fact that at the beginning of the twentieth
century Russian fashion and design made a serious impact on the development of Western culture. An outstanding contribution to European and American fashion was made by
the famous artist and designer Erte, whose Russian name was Roman de Tirtoff - after his
death he was called “a prince of the music hall” and “a mirror of fashion for 75 years.”
A Russian designer, Valentina (a.k.a. Sanina Schlee), made clothes for Pola Negri, Greta
Garbo, and other American stars. And the talent of purveyor to the Majesties, Nadezhda
Lamanova, was acknowledged by the great Paul Poiret.
In the Soviet past there have been very strict policies in the field of fashion design. For
years the Russian people were reduced to the same level; every attempt to rise above others was suppressed. No one was allowed to express his individuality, and so individual
dress designing was consigned to oblivion. Only the political and cultural elite were allowed to dress fashionably in the Soviet society and their clothes were often tailored by
pre-revolutionary modistes and their apprentices who didn’t emigrate and miraculously
survived Soviet power repressions. The rest of the population could buy only ordinary,
off-the-rack clothes periodically put on sale at the counters. Being limited to certain norms
and standards, the trade of “modeler-designer clothing manufacturing” was deprived of
creativity. It was on a par with operating an excavator, or accounting; nobody outside the
sewing workshop even knew the tailor’s name. The first person to bring the spirit of fashion into this faceless profession was the young Vyacheslav Zaitsev, in the ’70s, and his
name is still associated with the creation of high-quality Russian designer clothes. In 1982
Zaitsev succeeded in establishing the first personal Fashion House in the country and only
after a number of years did a few designers - including Valentin Yudashkin, Alexey Grekov, Irina Krutikova, Lidiya Soseliya, and others - manage to follow in his footsteps. All of
them enhanced the prestige of the modeling and designing profession and made Russian
fashion popular, both in Russia and abroad.

In the ’90s, during the post-reconstruction privatization period, the industry went
through hard times again. Executive positions at previously state-owned industrial enterprises were occupied by powerful and wealthy people who hadn’t the slightest idea
about clothing manufacture. Experienced workers who foresaw complications because of
inexpert management began to quit or were fired. This resulted in either the bankruptcy
of some of these enterprises, thanks to their inept management, or in the total re-qualification of the factories into different fields. Industrial infrastructure was ruined; experienced
professionals of older generations were unclaimed; and springing like mushrooms were
small companies producing mainly gaudy clothes of poor quality.
But the situation didn’t change dramatically for the ultimate consumers: They still had
cheap and boring clothes, just as before the reformation. It was Russian ingenuity that
saved this situation. All those years people had been deprived of fashionable clothes, they
tried to make them themselves, out of improvised means. There have always been men
and women following fashion. With the help of imaginative students, mothers, housewives, cotton curtains became stylish blouses embellished with the lace of a grandmother’s dowry; worn raincoats became popular “safari”-wear; shirts and skirts were made
with the fabric of oversized clothing, dyed with new colors; twill workers’ trousers were
ripped and re-sewn into jeans which students rubbed during their lectures to achieve the
desired worn-out effect. Anyone trying to be fashionable simply made his or her clothes
out of unexpected fabrics that could be changed beyond recognition with the help of
dyeing, braiding, embroidery, or ornamental design. Naturally this pursuit of non-typical
solutions developed skill, creativeness, and imagination among its practitioners, and this
became the driving force of the younger generation of modern Russian fashion designers.
Having a newly made piece of clothing with a fake label bearing an unintelligible Latin
abbreviation was considered prestigious and fashionable.
Speaking of Latin abbreviations: It is important to acknowledge that all things of foreign
origin enjoy a wide popularity in Russia, which itself was cited for its culture even in the
Russian literary classics. This may be because the mixing of cultures inspires an active
interest in exotic things, and because in the USSR imported goods, which often were
available only to a handful of well-off go-getters, were of higher quality than domestic
products. Now this popularity of foreign goods is being replaced by patriotism and an
aspiration to prove that “you may be good, but we are none the worse.”
The prestige of the Russian brand is being enhanced and accordingly the rise in production quality is increasing consumer demand. Russian celebrities, when they talk about

their favorite designers, mention more and more often not Chanel and Gucci, but Chapurin and Souproun. Nevertheless, to become popular in his or her homeland a Russian
designer must almost always appear abroad first. It seems likely that it will take plenty of
time to persuade customers who prefer Western goods a priori - and who often buy cheap
forgeries because of their ignorance - that domestic goods are competitive in quality and
price.
It is curious that present-day Western fashion is often inspired by Russian history and
culture - and that Russian designers, on the contrary, in many respects try to imitate Western brands. Can it be explained by an inability to discern something valuable in their own
culture - something other than matryoshkas and Soviet symbols - or is it a self-untwisting,
self-developing, endless process? By analogy: Fashion is cyclic and, therefore, is always
being renewed within a certain period of time; therefore isn’t it possible that any creative idea, considered by one person and then reconsidered by another, will always give
birth to something new? I can’t make judgments here. What I want to show in this book is
the way Russian designers live, think, and create at this interesting meeting-point of two
epochs - when the old one hasn’t yet become a thing of the past, and the new one is just
beginning.
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Alexander
Petrov
Alexander Petrov is one of the most famous
designers of fur apparel in Russia. He has twice
won the most prestigious award in the industry, and has become the first-prize winner at
many exhibitions, both in his own country and
abroad. The works of Alexander Petrov are considered original, extravagant, and sometimes
even extreme for such a classic material as is
fur, which has otherwise remained almost uninfluenced by fashion.
By education, Petrov is an electronic engineer. Nevertheless, he has had an inclination
to draw since his childhood and, early in his
teens, envisioned himself as an artist. But life is
unpredictable, and having found himself at the
technical university, Alexander was most interested in objects, and eventually began to work
on the designing of clothes. “The way to design
a fur coat is very similar to the way you handle
a mechanical construction: the plane is transformed into volume, and volume into plane,”
says the designer. He explains further that “the
technical science of the resistance of materials
has been of great use, because fur is also a material, though it is organic.” Initially, the production of single fur garments became his hobby.
However, eventually he accepted the challenge
of presenting his ideas for a new technology of
fur processing to the famous Rot-Front factory,
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and was immediately admitted to work. In
March 2002 Alexander laid the foundation
for his own House of Fashion, where he applied his latest ideas and technologies to
clothing design.
His clothes are caressing, cozy, light,
and seductive; they represent much more
than mere protection from the cold. “Women have to be looked at with admiration”;
this is the motto of Alexander’s Fashion
House, and accordingly women who wear
his clothes look like goddesses. His collections are distinguished by high quality and

an original cut, and the garments are not
over-luxurious but rather romantic and ideally extravagant.
Alexander’s clothes are distinguished not
only by design, but also by a unique method of processing raw fur. He turns fur into
lace, combining various compositions of fur
and leather, curling or painting fur in unusual colors, and using metal nailheads and
rhinestones - thus bestowing fur with a new,
unprecedented appearance. This “light fur”
technology belongs to Alexander; the designer has achieved so fine a hand-processing technique that leather and fur become so
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fiber structure and its resistance. In addition,
fish skin is much more affordable than fur or
leather. However, recently, the designer has
turned his attention to fabrics, too.
In his work, Alexander prefers genuine
fur. To him, artificial fur might appear a
good alternative for mass production, but
exclusive clothing, created for a specific
person - based on the wearer’s requirements
and destined for permanent use - has to be
made of genuine and high quality materials.
“The human body has not adapted to artificial fur, which is cold and deprived of elas-

soft and weightless that they feel like silk.
In one of his collections, Alexander
uses fur underwear as a leitmotif. Despite
its high price, the collection almost always immediately sells out. Russian buyers approach the idea rather cautiously, but
French women, all too familiar with the art
of seduction, appreciate and indulge in the
collection almost instantly.
Besides fur and traditional leather, Alexander considers fish skin one of his favorite
materials to work with and believes it possesses an enormous potential. The skin of
salmon, trout, codfish, and other fish possess
the properties of cloth, because of its net-
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ticity. It is genuine fur that has been used for centuries
by shamans and curers for its favorable influence on
the vegetative nervous system, breathing, blood circulation, and metabolism,” says Alexander. At the same
time, the designer supports the preservation of nature
and wildlife and works only with the fur and leather
of animals from breeding farms. At home, the designer
even has two polecats - Shusha and Masha, which
always and everywhere accompany their master.
According to Alexander, working with fur is a very
complicated business, due to the high cost and the
difficulty in achieving a high-quality product. Each
failure is accompanied by a loss of a lot of money. In
cutting fur, it is necessary to use exact calculations
and to exercise one’s intuition. Two identical pieces
of fell with identical coverlets don’t exist, and waste
has to be optimized as well.
Alexander’s work is appreciated by clients of various ages and incomes. They include both young beauties and mature businesswomen. His muse is decisive
and willful. His haute couture line includes clothes for
wealthy clients, while the “er Alexander Petrov” line
consists of apparel that is more affordable to a younger generation with an average income. As a rule, his
coats are made double-sided, which makes them universal; for the price of one article the buyer receives
two. In his later collections the designer showed even
three- and four-sided garments. The latter form is characterized by a separation of each layer of two-sided
clothing into two more parts - leather and fur, which
may be worn from both sides - inside and outside, in
any combination.
Alexander is convinced that real luxury does not necessarily have to be eye-catching and so he teaches his
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clients the etiquette of wearing fur. Fur has to
be inside. Imagine a simple coat, for which
the fur of an ermine is used as the lining. Although fur has always been, and remains,
especially classy clothing, one always has to
have a minimum of three fur clothing pieces
- one for day wear, one for business outings,
and one for evening or formal wear. A person has to be in love with his or her fur coat,
Alexander believes. If, after you have bought
yourself a new fur coat, you feel like screaming “yes!” the following day - then you have
really found what you were looking for.
In addition to outerwear, Alexander’s assortment of brand products includes bags,
belts, shoes, other accessories, and toys, as
well as fur carpets, covers, and other objects for the interior.
The designer dresses Russian and European businessmen and stars in leather and
fur. Most of his clients live in France, Belgium, Japan, and the United States. He has
been invited to photo sessions in London,
Amsterdam, and New York. St. Petersburg
hosts a small factory that produces items
carrying the Alexander Petrov label and is
equipped with an Italian technological line.
In addition, there is a VIP visitors’ salon in
downtown St. Petersburg and a number
of boutiques that are in the process of being opened in Moscow, England, Austria,
France, and Italy.
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Elena Soupron
Couturiere, costume designer for the
film industry, collector - all of these are
words to describe the fashion designer
Elena Souproun. She draws inspiration
for her collections from the clothes of
different periods of the twentieth century. Elena prefers the era of Modern,
Art Deco, and also the “New Look,”
as well as Soviet Post Modernism. She
recreates these periods with such precision that the viewer feels plunged into
the past. Filled with elements from different periods, these clothes nevertheless transcend any definite time frame.
They are classical silhouettes which are
not subject to the influence of artificial
and temporal matters.
At the age of eleven Elena started
drawing clothes. She possessed a very
independent personality and vigorous
temper. Without her mother’s knowledge, Elena attended an art school
and managed to graduate with flying
colors. Her mother did not have any
knowledge about this, since she was
highly unsupportive of Elena’s creative impulses, wishing instead that her
daughter would pursue a “serious” profession, like accounting, for instance.
However, the little girl saw herself as
an artist and creator of clothing.
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Upon graduation from the art
school, Elena had to work for pennies
as a nurse, covering shifts from six in
the morning till six at night. But simultaneously she began earning well with
her sewing and managed to find time
to learn the history of fashion, all by
herself.
Nowadays Elena Souproun is a renowned couturiere. Her clothes possess a magnificent combination of
antiquarian quality and high-level
craftsmanship as well as the unique
ability to make people feel good while
wearing them. Interestingly, Elena
does not make any real sketches of
her ideas. The piece of clothing actually develops in her mind from the
moment of inspiration to the last quilt.
She imagines in detail the cut of the
piece, the apportionment of the cloth,
and the complete construction.
For her clothes Elena always buys
expensive fabrics, such as brocade and
taffeta. She uses hand-made lace, embroiders with antique glass beads, and
paints on fabric in a Chinese style. The
shoes for many of Elena’s collections
are made by hand from her sketches
by the famous Georgian shoemaker
Gevorg Karpetian.
At her shows, along with professional models, one can see celebrities and Elena’s friends performing as
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she often prefers that her shows take place
behind closed doors, so that she can choose
her audience personally.
Her first collection was presented in
1995, but by 2001 she was already participating in the Week of Russian Culture in
Paris. Her show, entitled “Bricollage,” took
place in the Fontainebleau Castle. That same
year, her other collection, “Elena Souproun

well. Moreover, one sometimes encounters
some unusual figures; one of her models
was an actual baroness.
Elena’s fashion collections are created by
professional cutters, dressmakers, and highclass embroiderers. Her apparel, distinguished by sexuality and high taste, makes
women in Moscow, London, New York, and
Paris look magnificent and irresistible. She
has an extensive list of important clients and
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Life” are embroidered European and Japanese tattoos. This particular collection can
be seen in an episode of the movie Family
Exchange, starring Kristina Orbakaite.
Another magnificent collection, “Slave
to the Passion,” was inspired by Spanish
style and the Italian and French cinematographers of the ’30s, ’40s, and ’50s. Lightweight black coats and suits, opposing the
brightness of the Spanish apparel and embroidered with semi-precious stones, de-

Couture,” was presented in New York at the
Week of Russian Contemporary Culture.
Specific features characterize every one
of Elena’s shows. For instance, her fallwinter 2003/2004 collection, “La Vie En
Rose,” presented fitted jackets made by
expensive fabrics in different shades of
pink and with black-borax fur finish and
red-haired foxes, as well as lining in Indian
cashmere scarves. This collection was considered an embodiment of luxurious style.
The leitmotifs in her collection “Fabulous
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fined the face of the collection. Most of it was
sold before the show: Her clients reserved the
clothes they liked in advance. To this show Elena
came with crutches under her arms, because she
had broken her leg. She joked that, given how often she breaks her legs, this is probably the only
obstacle to her success.
During the many years of studying fashion history, Elena, little by little, gathered a considerable
number of vintage clothes. Today her collection
has more than 3000 pieces. Some of them are
extremely valuable and need special accommodation; therefore they are registered and stored
in the Department of Private Collections in the
Pushkin Museum. Specialists have evaluated
these pieces as Russia’s best collection of antique
and vintage clothing. Repeatedly, clothes and accessories found by Elena have been displayed in
various exhibitions.
Elena acquired her first item in this collection
while still quite young. For one ruble, at a flea
market, she bought a silk coat made in the ’30s.
Today in her collection there are clothes estimated to cost several thousand dollars apiece. There
are clothes by Charles Frederick Worth, Balensiaga, and Lamanov. Elena possesses historical
apparel, which is distinctly more expensive than
contemporary clothes from any famous Fashion
House. Lately, she has become more interested
in items from Soviet times, which are noticeably
different from those in the European and American fashion world. In Elena’s opinion, fashion in
the Soviet Union has been unjustly ignored and
serious studies of it still lie ahead.
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As a specialist in costume history,
Elena, more than once, has been offered a job in the movie industry. She
has created costumes in the style of the
’20s and ’40s for a movie by Aleksey
Uchitel. The film is about one of Russia’s most eminent poets and novelists,
I.A. Bunin, and is entitled His Wife’s
Diary. The fabrics for the clothes in the
movie were bought from Paris and the
designer personally performed the cutting and sewing. For this project Elena
was nominated for the Nika award, in
the category of Best Director of Costume Design. Besides this picture, Elena
has worked on other movies by Aleksey Uchitel - Space Presentiment and A
Walk - as well as on Renata Litvinova’s
movies No Death for Me, The Express
from Berlin, and One More Time About
Love. In addition, Elena has made costumes for other feature films and documentaries as well as theatrical plays.
Not too long ago, Elena herself popular Russian fashion designer and
simply a beautiful and talented woman - acted in the Jury Grymov feature
film Incident of Kukotskogo. Her character is almost herself. The clothes for her role of a
jewelry designer Elena chose from her own collection.
As luxurious items which are nevertheless ready-to-wear, the clothes from the Fashion
House of Elena Souproun are created with diligent handwork, thus being very sophisticated and most accurately described as couture. The clothes are displayed in Elena’s own
showroom, are sold around Europe, and make up a significant part of various private collections.
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Elena
Teplitskaya
Elena Teplitskaya is a designer
who is very successful in many different fields. She is not just a creator
of clothes, accessories, jewelry, and
art objects; she also works as an interior and graphic designer as well as
a sculptor and an architect. The main
principle of her creative work is to
infuse the designed object with positive emotional charge, thus improving
spirits and perception of the surrounding reality. Elena accomplishes this
joie de vivre effect with the help of
her lush palette, simple shapes, natural materials, and great handwork. The
use of vivid colors is Teplitskaya’s recognized signature style. Furthermore,
her work with materials, such as silk,
cotton, wool, various stones, and metals, has a positive influence on people.
This favorable vibe in her work draws
many of her associates and clients into
her studio.
Elena likes experimenting in her
collections. She combines ethnic style
with contemporary approach, bright
monochromatic colors with Uzbek
patterns, rough silk with painted handmade Indian shawls, and inexpensive
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fabrics with unique cloths. The effect
of these unifications stands above the
common mass with its vividness and
radiant energy: the clothes become
apparel that lifts the spirits. Wearing some of these clothes makes you
straighten up your shoulders, smile
widely, and eventually begin to live a
more full-blooded life, leaving behind
the monotonous routine. Accessories
and jewels from the Teplitskaya Design brand decorate every garment.
Looking at the many colors that distinguish her collections, it is difficult
to imagine that Elena’s education has
nothing to do with design. She attended an aviation institute and only upon
graduation realized her desire for creativity. Afterward, she received her second degree in design from the Moscow
Art-Industrial Institute of Stroganoff. After that she performed various internships in the fields of philosophy, painting, and culture in the Anthroposophy
Center in Dornach, Switzerland. Later,
she went to London to assist the decorator Peter Price, and concurrently she
stays busy working on wooden sculptures and textile design.
When she returned to Moscow,
Elena realized that she needed to start
her own venture, and so she established the Teplitskaya Design Studio
in 1998. Elena found very devoted as-
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sociates and, with them, moved the
headquarters of her company from a
small apartment into a bigger, nicer
workshop. Today, Elena’s studio has
grown into four workshops, each of
which manages a particular creative
activity. Elena also has a TV show entitled Bottomless Mezzanine, in which
she manages to present a new life to
obsolete things such as clothes, furniture, and home decor.
Elena calls herself a designer in all
directions. She manages to create a
harmonic atmosphere for a particular
client based on his or her individual
personality. Slightly exaggerated, this
idea suggests that in leaving an apartment whose interior has been designed
by Elena, putting on clothing and accessories also designed by her, entering an office designed by her, a person
finds him- or herself in an entire architectural complex designed and built
with Elena’s help; and yet some of her
clients are such devotees to this “total design” idea that they beg Elena to
create even the smallest things of their
existence, down to their flip-flops.
In attempting to avoid creative confrontation, Elena, as an experienced designer, has established effective ways
of communicating with her clients.
Her basic rule is the widely known
maxim that the client is always right.
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But she attaches a great significance
to this idea. “Very often the designer
gets so involved in his or her own vision of the project that he or she stops
listening to the client’s requests. The
creator then convinces the poor guy
that he is artistically incompetent and
there is no need for him to intervene
in the creative process. As a result,
the customer gets a refined product,
perfect from the designer’s point of
view, but worthless to the client,”
says Elena. “One must understand
that in the beginning a client barely
imagines his needs. If he could, he
would not need a designer. The customer depicts his scrappy dreams,
presents his and his friends’ thoughts,
and brings some press cuttings. The
job of the good designer is to listen to
what the client has in mind, to find a
cohesive thought and bring the idea
to life. More often than not, however,
the designer gets carried away in his
or her own ideas and creates a project
which is practically to satisfy his own
vision, not the client’s.” In order to
avoid such miscommunication, Elena
uses a psychological approach: she
aims to “unveil” the client and suggests that he play with some improvisational materials, such as shards of
fabric, pebbles, and veneer sheets.
Thus she can see what excites him,
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and she can take this as her starting point
for developing the design idea.
In Elena’s opinion, it is important for a particular work to embody whatever makes the
client happy and whatever evokes positive
emotions and creative enthusiasm in him or
her. Only this way, according to Elena, can a
person harmonize with his or her surroundings without abandoning the “dialogue” between nature and his or her personal space.

Currently, the projects of Teplitskaya Design personify the unity of manual labor and
technology. It is an important experiment to
find the proper unification, the uncommon,
harmonizing, or invigorating effect. Nature,
ethnic motives, and urban lifestyle can and
must coexist in order to provide positive influence on the mentality of the exhausted
and stressed-out 21st-century person. All of
Elena’s materials, color schemes, and textures are based on that principle. The hands
of the fecund designers and other professionals in Elena’s studio make the embroidery and all other decorations. Additionally,
her showroom displays all of her creative
work - clothes, accessories, interior ideas,
and souvenirs.
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Eugeny Gusev

Eugeny Gusev, one of the “old” Russian designers, established his own studio in
1994. In 1991, the USSR fell apart, the iron curtain fell down, and clothes from all over
the world started to flood Russia. Many of these garments were of very poor quality,
were out-of-fashion, or looked nice only on the outside. The Russian buyer, unsuspecting anything, gladly indulged in these low-priced products. Consequently, the domestic
tailor’s business began to decrease drastically. In addition, the funding of prospective
work ceased.
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Watching the fall of Russia’s
biggest enterprises, Eugeny
decided to establish his own
studio and invited his institute
colleagues to participate. At
that time, there was a complicated, difficult, and painful
process going on in Russia. The
establishing of a new fashion
industry is hard; Eugeny sometimes compared the state of
it to a clumsily opened bottle
of collector’s champagne at a
party: scared guests, a fountain
of foam, ruined evening dresses, dirty tables, half the bottle
poured on the floor - and yet
the bottle and what’s left in it
still provoking admiration. It is
the same with the sewing industry. A large number of enterprises fail because of bad
management; the industrial
infrastructure, trade, and media are ruined; “foam” pours
out of short-lived companies
trying to make a profit at the
expense of inexperienced buyers; professionals flounder
and become confused; young
talented designers are unable
to apply their skills; advertising companies increase the
success of cheap goods; and.
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values devolve. At the same
time, there are mobile companies of high efficiency who
produce fashion clothes at
reasonable prices and compete with known world leaders in all price categories.
Amid the present mess, these
legitimate companies are not
easily noticeable, but once
the foam spreads away they
will emerge on the surface.
The main direction of Eugeny Gusev’s studio is to design
and make elite and exclusive
clothes for businesswomen.
The need for this is dictated
by the lifestyle requirements
of Russian women who demand stylish, well-fitting, and
quality-designed suits. Simple
clothes with famous trademarks are not enough for them
anymore. At the same time,
Russian women want to be
fashionable and unique, while
the style of their clothes must
still reflect the singular character, status, and business peculiarities of the wearer.
In Eugeny’s opinion, the
elite lady’s clothes and, mainly, the unique lady’s business
suit, define modern Russian
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fashion. The suit has become
a symbol of new life, of energy and success. For ladies
the suit is a symbol of “confidence in life, independence,
and equal partner opportunities in business,” says Eugeny.
He is interested in the whole
female image; he often starts
with one garment and finishes
with a whole mini collection
for a one-of-a-kind woman’s
wardrobe, designed in a unified style. As Eugeny says:
“Our studio’s mission is to
create a successful look for
each of our clients. We create
an image of a leader, a successful manager, whose appearance corresponds to his
or her status and individuality. To make you look presentable, be confident, and know
that you are a winner - this is
the goal of our work and philosophy for success.”
The artistic direction of the
studio is classical. The designer is convinced that the different variations of this style are
the most popular direction in
fashion. This is the style that
suits the best of a person’s
character, putting her first,
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while the clothes underline her individuality. Classic style, however, puts work in narrow
frames. You cannot make shocking decisions and only one artistic tool is possible: harmony in line, shape, and color, and harmony between a person and a garment.
Nowadays, most of the fashion magazines offer abstract fashion for one type of women
- the women-models, the women-symbols. In real life, everything is more interesting and
complicated. It is necessary to outline the individuality of the client, keeping in mind
the fact that not every woman has the perfect body. This is how the supreme task comes
up: how to use limited opportunities of clothes in a business style, in order to emphasize
someone’s individual qualities and hide her flaws. The specialists in Eugeny’s studio are
occupied predominantly with the creation of such garments.
Eugeny comes from a generation of tailors. Even his grandfather has had his own tailor’s atelier in Tverskaya Gybernia and a shop in Moscow. Having majored in Design and
the Industrial Production of Clothes, Eugeny was occupied with research in the area of
computer technologies in clothing design and the introduction of design computer systems into the biggest tailors’ plants in the territory of the entire Soviet Union.
The pictures presented in this book are taken from the personal archive of Eugeny Gusev. The women in the pictures are friends and clients of the designer: businesswomen,
scientists, journalists, and artists. Each one of them is a professional in her work field, but
they all have the courage to perform as models and to demonstrate real clothes for real
life, made especially for them.
The specialists from that studio are occupied not only with individual tailoring, but also
with performing all needed functions for the Fashion House - creating industrial models, introducing them into serial production on all scales, creating a cooperative style of
clothes ordered by different enterprises, working with image makers, and issuing orders
to mediators for the ensurance of a successful assortment in shops.
The professional level of the studio has been confirmed by the granting of official permission by one of the oldest French textile house, Dormeuil, for the use of its trademark
along with that of the Eugeny Gusev Studio in labeling the exclusive clothing produced
in the Studio. Eugeny Gusev is also the founder of the High Quality Club in Russia, with
members totaling approximately 7,000 people and various enterprises. He is also the
Head Representative of the Public Awards Council in the design field of the Organization
of United Nations.
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Feeric
The House of Fashion FEERIC,
founded several years ago and headed
by the former world- famous fashion
model Ekaterina Polyanskaya-Kobzon, has already gained significant
recognition in Russia. FEERIC is easily distinguishable: it combines, in an
amazing way, luxury, sense of humor,
and sex appeal. The designs, most of
which are created in only one unique
copy, are manufactured in the spirit
of the best traditions of high-quality
hand-sewing, but combined with the
latest technologies. The main accent
of FEERIC’s apparel is satin-stitch embroidery with beads or sequins, which
stands as a trademark of the Fashion
House. All of these characteristics
contribute to the popularity of the
House’s apparel among the circles of
the most popular representatives of
Russian show business.
The personality of the owner of the
studio, Ekaterina Polyanskaya, provokes great interest within social circles. A long time ago, for a period of
ten years, she used to collaborate with
the legendary Red Stars and has taken
part as a model in shows of the most
famous foreign fashion houses. She
has been photographed for Elle, Harp-
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Ekaterina has two degrees from institutes
of higher education. She received the first one
from the Moscow Pedagogical Institute and
the second one from the Landscape Design
Department of the Architecture Institute.
No one has expected the former photo
model, beautiful woman, and mother of two

er’s Bazaar and many other magazines. She
has been fortunate enough to be a face of
Givenchy and Tiffany, and, in Russia, a
model for the couturier Valentin Yudashkin.
Besides photo sessions, Ekaterina has participated, more than once, in music video
clips. Even after leaving her modeling career
behind, Ekaterina has still been one of the
annually declared “Top 100 Most Beautiful
People in Moscow.”
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children to decide as well to establish her own
business in the fashion design field. It all seems
to have begun almost by accident; friends of
Ekaterina’s opened a fashion workshop and
asked her to participate. Despite having already begun her own successful landscaping
business, she decided to try her hand in the
fashion design industry. Very soon, however,
facing financial problems, her associates lost
their interest in the business and Katya remained alone, facing a dilemma: either to
cease what she had started, wasting all her efforts and funds, or to take management into
her own hands and continue alone. In the end,
the maxim “Never throw away what you have
started” seems to have prevailed.
Ekaterina became CEO of the “new” FEERIC, born on the first of January 2004. Ekaterina increased the number of employees,
appointed a press secretary, and started developing the business. Without any outside
investments, utilizing only her own funds and
hard work - overcoming downfalls, cruel critics, and depression, for a relatively short term
- Ekaterina managed to create what is now
the prestigious House of Fashion FEERIC: a
smart team of professionals who know how
to do their jobs well. The House has recently
opened a boutique and enjoys an impressive
list of clients who order couture clothes.
The image of the FEERIC brand is impersonated by a sensual and tender woman. The
collections are targeting mostly clients who
prefer to dress uniquely. The fabrics, shapes,
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other hand, red is also omnipresent, with
a shocking abundance of huge roses on
certain pieces, alluding to a great dose of
sex appeal. Ekaterina’s other collection is a
sampling of laconic and simple styles, provoking approval from the Western press.
Her apparel is mostly created from

and colors preferred by the designer are romantic: They are in consonance with the
vividness of summer and repose, but also
with the muffled quality of fall and all its
complex nuances. Accordingly, the heroine
of the summer collection ’05 is a woman“child” who can be spontaneous and naїve
but who possesses a lot of sex appeal at the
same time. The basic color of the collection is white, personifying purity. On the
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velvet, gleaming taffeta, and chiffons in shades - complex combinations of pink, light violet, brown and blue colors - richly decorated with beads. Sewing and knitting harmonize
with warm and light contemporary materials: To make the common impression of luxury
and dignity, they are practically cut, yet they take the necessary climatic particularities
of Russia into account. Another collection suggested the wardrobe of a forest nymph; it
was filled with skin-colored, purled chiffon, gently “impregnated” with tints of pink, baby
blue, and light green.
Nowadays, along with the creation of clothes of the haute couture class, the activity
of the Fashion House has undertaken several different routes: the FEERIC line consists of
ready-made ladies’ wear, manufactured in limited quantities; FEERIC Personal is a line of
custom-made menswear; and Polyana Couture is a sportswear line. For the creation of the
collections, there are currently four workshops in operation: experimental, sewing, men’s
apparel, and manufacturing.
Clothes from FEERIC can be seen regularly in different competitions, promotions, and
TV shows. Show-business stars wear them to their performances and social gatherings.
In addition to in her own boutique, Ekaterina sells apparel in boutiques including Krokus
City, Smolensky Passage, Start, and Cox.
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Igor Chapurin
Igor Chapurin is one of the most renowned
and demanded Russian designers abroad today. He is only 35 years old, but he already
owns his own Fashion House, with established traditions and a recognizable style. The
experts, press, and consumers acknowledge
him equally well. Every year the designer
presents four collections: two prêt-à-porter,
one couture, and one collection for private
clients. The halls where Igor shows his collections accommodate up to 1,500 people and
are always overcrowded. What is the secret
of his extraordinary success? A special kind
of spirituality is inherent in all his products,
which are always characterized by a certain
distinctive aristocracy. The basic motto of his
House of Fashion is to focus on individuality
and comfort while catering to the needs of his
clients and providing them with the highestquality garments. Furthermore, Igor considers
both “the process” and “the result” equally
important. The style of his apparel is laconic
and sustained, yet infinitely emotional.
Although the heroine of the Chapurin brand
is intellectual, purposeful, and aristocratic,
she also possesses captivating simplicity. Aggression and bold sexuality are unfamiliar to
her. Clients of the House are actresses, opera
singers, businesswomen, artists, mathematicians, and TV broadcasters. The list of famous
clients includes the First Lady of Russia, the
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actress Renata Litvinova, Whitney Houston,
Cher, Pink, and Mick Jagger’s daughter Jay,
among others.
Igor’s collections are created by utilizing unique hi-tech materials. The designer
often uses haute couture fabrics even for
his ready-to-wear collections. For example,
there might be thin wool inlaid with foil or
velveteen-like mink. Igor regularly visits the
Premiere Vision exhibition, where the initial,
still indistinct idea about his future collection
is usually born. His inspiration comes from
traveling, reading books, having conversations with different people, and even from
watching TV programs. Afterwards, he develops his general ideas in details and, step
by step, creates the collection, replicates it,
and eventually makes it available in stores.
“I work 24 hours a day and think simultaneously about several different collections. The
rhythm of work winds me up through my
day,” Igor says. “I am trying not to disclose
the torments of my creativity to the people
around me - I practically do all the work in
my head. When I draw even the most absurd
and unclear sketch, all my associates know
that it is possible to fabricate, because I draw
only things that can be carried out.”
While young, Igor dropped out of college before graduating. The design training that existed in Russia at that time was
imperfect. The histories of Costume and
Industrial Design were poorly taught. Students simply managed to become excellent

artists, without having learned officially
how to incorporate drawing and painting
techniques in fabrics. Igor quickly understood how pointless this education was
and decided not to waste his time.
His childhood and the people around him
imposed the greatest influences on the formation of the future designer. Igor’s grandfather
was one of the best experts in the Soviet Union in flax processing; his mother rose from a
simple tailor to Chief of Sewing Manufacture
and Chairman of Directors’ Council for the
largest knitting factory; and his father works
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in garment factory equipment. Igor’s parents always exposed Igor to art books and artists’ albums, but above all
they brought him up by personal example. Igor’s mother always wore formal business attire in a grey-beige
palette, creating a unique image of a business woman;
his father had an extensive collection of art books; his
grandfather, Igor thought, was a true aristocrat.
Igor’s childhood years were characterized by tumultuous times; Russian culture and traditions were
demolished. During these years the country was isolated from the modern world, and the long-ago established norms of beauty were trampled and replaced
by highly propagated principles that were mutilating,
rough, and lifeless. Clothes were unified. However,
the inborn feeling of harmony forced Igor, already
in his senior school year, to forego his baggy school
trousers and present his self-made, bright-red linen
pants in contrast to the grey reality - a gesture that
definitely seemed scandalous at the time.
Igor’s career began with Princess Golitsyna, who
designed clothes for Jacqueline Kennedy, Audrey
Hepburn, and Liz Taylor; she also created outfits
for the Rothschild family and was a friend of Greta
Garbo’s and Onassis’. This astonishing woman gave
young Igor the opportunity to work for her brand for
one and a half seasons, thus enabling him to gain
significant experience.
Igor recalls a dress he designed for a competition
held by Nina Ricci in Moscow in 1992 as one of the
major steps in his creative development. This dress
won him a victory in the competition and was later
shown in the UNESCO building in Paris. However, the
most important triumph relished by Igor is the gaining
of confidence and faith in his abilities.
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In 1995, Igor showed his first haute couture collection in the Metropol Hotel. The
clothes were enriched with hand beading and embroidery with corals and were created
from the best fabrics. The young designer, still practically unknown at the time, presented
a collection that the press considered beyond the fashion realm. If this collection were to
be shown today, with Igor Chapurin’s name already renowned, it would bring him even
greater success.
In creating his couture collection, Igor does not focus on its commercial side. This is
pure creativity, experimental laboratory - where time, money, ideas, and feelings are all
devoted to each and every garment. The wrong side of his clothes looks like the stuffing of
an expensive car. Creating a ready-to-wear collection, the designer thinks about his future
clients’ convenience and comfort, still experimenting a bit with fabrics and proportions
but not forgetting to maintain the recognized style of his House. In every case, the dress is
a reflection of what occurs around and inside the designer.
“Any dream of a designer will find its customer, being either crinoline or mini,” says
Igor. “Even though twenty years ago I thought that in the 21st century we would wear
spacesuits or survival suits, all of us still perceive beauty, aspire to comfort, and try to
avoid synthetics as much as possible.”
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Igor is the first Russian designer ever to have a Western sponsor offer him the development of a furniture line. At first, it was a risky step for both sides: for Igor - to loose
his reputation; for the Italians - time and money. However, when presented at the Milan
Furniture Hall, the “ChapurinCasa” collection won the recognition of both professionals
and the public.
The furniture, based on Igor’s innovative sketches, is created in Florence. Emphasis is given
to strong lines, proportions, and materials. All of the pieces are executed from Mozambique
suede and leather and combines great design and functionality. The furniture turns out refined
and bright and is equally well incorporated into modern as well as retro interiors. Igor finds it
beneficial, rather than surprising, that a fashion designer should be involved in furniture production. Products of both lines have influence on each other and constantly add something
new through that interaction. The line ChapurinCasa consists of furniture, lighting, utensils,
linens, and parquet. In the near future, mirrors and accessories will be added. The furniture is
sold in Italy, France, Germany, the United Arab Emirates, and Japan. In addition to creating
the “stuffing” for modern interiors, Igor has participated in the creation of a luxurious two-story
restaurant in the center of Moscow, along with a team of talented architects.
Today the designer does what he has long dreamed for: He creates costumes and set
designs for the Bolshoi Theatre Ballet, together with its producer Oleg Menshikov.
Igor usually wears very plain clothes - he prefers not to intimidate his clients with his appearance, and usually chooses jeans, tennis shoes, and plain T-shirts. However, when meeting with an elderly person, for instance, Igor will not put on scrappy jeans. For such occasions he prefers something classic, executed in the workshops of his own Fashion House.
He is very accepting of other people. The only thing he does not appreciate in others is
sloppiness. Above all, Igor values decency, sincerity, and the shine in people’s eyes, which
is much more difficult to obtain than the shine on an expensive watch or sports car.
“I love working; my job is the main thing in my life,” says Igor. “If there was another possible choice, it would still be associated with work in the design field, one way or another.”
Nowadays, Igor Chapurin creates prêt-à-porter and haute couture lines of female
clothes, a line of alpine-skiing clothes called ChapurinRG, a line of children’s clothing
called Chapurin Child, an exclusive line of custom-made men’s suits, and a line of ballet
and theatrical costumes. Besides clothes, the designer works on jewelry products, furniture, and interiors. Products of the Chapurin brand are sold in three Chapurin boutiques
in Moscow and Riga, in several prestigious multi-brand boutiques in Moscow, and the
largest cities of Russia, as well as in Germany and the UK.
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Irina Zima
Irina Zima is one of the few Russian designers who work in the vintage technique. Like a
fairy, she manages to create new products from
old ones - she can convert an object from decades ago into a modern and up-to-date one, or
a ready-to-wear piece into one of a kind. Irina
draws admirers with her unbelievable talent to
resurrect “the little rags,” as she likes gently to
call her discoveries. Some of these priceless
pieces date from five years ago, while others
are as old as 75 years, but Irina always finds
a way to turn them into original patterns for
handbags or into details for certain articles.
She acquires her creative materials from little
antiquary shops in Eastern bazaars and markets in one of London’s trendy districts: Portobello Road. Irina’s first collection was named
after this particular area and was presented not
too long ago. She immediately achieved the
admiration of her spectators. Nowadays, the
displays of her collections have become major
events in the world of Russian fashion, invariably fascinating admirers with the fairytale-like
shows she puts together.
Born in Krasnoyarsk, now a marketing graduate and the young mother of two children, this
future designer has always had a talent for sewing
and needlework. During her travels in Europe,
even strangers often stop Irina in the street to ask
her about her outfit’s origin. After her first order
from a London store, Irina decided to shift from
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history and memories, and new ones are valued differently, for being the epitome of an
optimistic perspective, of new life and new
fortunate events.
Practical by nature and also accustomed
to a very cold climate, Irina makes rather
wearable collections in which she emphasizes comfort and warmth. Combining the
ideas of couture and everyday street apparel in her line, she offers long coat-skirts,
worn over jeans or pants, together with

a successful career in advertising to making
clothes.
In 2000 Irina established her own brand.
Epithets like “Sorceress Zima” and her own
philosophies often accompany her short surname - in Russian, Zima means “winter.”
The heroine for whom Irina’s collections are
made is defined as a highly educated towndweller who values the origins of objects
and for whom clothes are a “personification
of her own philosophy and life values.” Old
things are priceless for her because of their
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warm sweaters worn on top of jackets or
evening dresses. Irina also likes long and
cozy skirts, huge collars, and huge tweed
coats which look as if they were borrowed
from someone else. In addition, there are
capacious handbags with safe interiors. “I
want my creations to be a little funny, but
certainly comfortable and favorable,” says
the designer.
After the Portobello Road show, in which
woolen clothes with ancient Venetian cur-

tain insets were a hit, there followed the
successful collection “Hollywood’s Shabby Chick,” the main accents of which were
intriguing details like petticoats, slip-style
dresses, and clothes with unusual linings. In
her humorous collection “Fashion Good!”
the designer mixed altered Eastern plaids
and Soviet blinds from grandma’s pantry
with faded camp blankets. Looking at the
familiar coloration and patterns, the spectator wonders for a second, but then he or
she smiles humbly reminiscing these good
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old, campy times. Another of Zima’s collections revolves around the image of senior high school kids,
evoking their careless springtime mood, their first
loves, and other unforgettable teenage experiences.
The collection “Wardrobe for Princesses,” recently
presented at the opening of Irina’s own boutique, became the true embodiment of a young girl’s dream.
After all, every little girl dreams of being in a castle,
surrounded by numerous admirers and servants, or
of being a ballerina or a movie star.
After changing her career quite radically from an
advertising agent to a fashion designer, Irina strove
to reach the highest professional potential possible. Granted the rare gift to unify talented people,
she painstakingly picks her associates to establish a
creative and supportive circle of professionals. After founding her own boutique, Irina turned it into
a multi-brand store to help beginner designers take
their first steps in the fashion world. The main difficulty for these rookie designers is the lack of a systematic market. Irina’s store-showroom is designed
to be a social place, where one can drink tea or
play the piano while conversing with Irina and other designers. There are also designer meetings in Irina’s boutique for popularizing new
names in the industry, as well as press conferences for clients and businessmen. It has
never been easy for a person on his or her own to deal with the industry’s problems.
Thus, Irina has been thinking about creating a union for young Russian fashion designers, which, according to her, is a necessary step for the country’s fashion business development. Currently, Irina has united more than forty Russian designers under the wing
of her showroom, and the list continues to grow.
The work performed by Irina’s creative team is aimed at the design and creation of
short-run, ready-to-wear clothes and apparel made from unique materials - pieces which
are distributed only exclusively or in very limited quantities. Besides in her own boutique,
clothes with the I. Zima brand are sold in the Paris enterprise Mixt and in London.
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Julia Dalakian
Julia Dalakian is a recognized master of Russian fashion whose clothes are
usually worn by today’s politicians, businesswomen, and show-business stars.
She creates stylish and impressive clothing without excessive extravagance and
pomposity. The list of her clients consists
of urbanized, big-city inhabitants whose
lifestyle makes them appreciate mobility,
comfort, and functionality in clothing.
Julia’s designs are sculpture-like: They
outline the feminine body without revealing it too much, which makes her clothing universal and suitable for both formal
events and a more relaxing atmosphere.
“I create individual clothes for people responding to their mood. My clothes are
made for people who are able to look
at life with ease and humor,” says Julia.
She orders the fabrics for her collections
from Italy, sticking to more natural ones,
such as cashmere, suede, chiffon, boiled
silk, artificially aged crepe de chine, and
leather. The basic colors are not bright,
but rather pastel-like, as if passed through
the prism of time. When creating her collections, the designer strives to achieve an
effect of the wearer’s personality dominating over the clothing - she focuses her
attention on the human face, the eyes,
and the soul. In each of Julia’s collections
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the word love is ever-present.
Thereby, she makes a statement
that love is the strongest human
feeling and probably the only
human value that is still present
even nowadays, in an era of injustice, cruelty, and hypocrisy.
Julia is an admirer of femininity and does not consider herself
a businesswoman. Rather, she is a
painter whose medium is not paint
and canvas, but rather fabrics and
the feminine body. The designer
has become famous for her inclination to break the rules and to
transcend acknowledged boundaries of clothing manufacturing.
According to her, if rules are not
broken, clothes would become
boring and standardized, just like
factory uniforms. Even though she
has been recognized as a talented
designer, Julia does not pay attention to how people are dressed
around her and does not criticize
them for their appearance. Someone may have been in a hurry,
may not have had enough sleep,
or may not have cared about how
he or she is dressed - this does not
matter at all, thinks Julia. What is
important is the person’s character, i.e. what is carried underneath
his or her outer wrapping.
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A lover of life and an extraordinary optimist, Julia particularly enjoys traveling, eating
nice food, and spending time with her friends. She handles her personal life with the same
eagerness she employs in her collections. “My closest friend is also a fashion designer,”
laughs Julia. “We even choose fabrics together, but her collections are quite different from
mine! Around me, there are no people whose friendship is based on envy.”
Julia associates her childhood memories with clothing. A relative of hers was a designer
and her tales excited Julia’s imagination so much that the girl started painting sketches of
clothes in her small album at the age of five. Her parents tried to direct her toward other
things, and even sent the young girl to a musical school for seven years. However, when
she entered the Gnesin Musical School to continue her education, she suddenly realized
that this was not her way and decided to follow a different route.
Ever since her sixteenth birthday, Julia Dalakian has been involved in the fashion business.
She worked with the biggest Russian fashion designer, Vyacheslav Zaitsev, who invariably
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influenced much of her subsequent career.
Julia says that working with Zaitsev she “received what I could not receive at a university: first, personality; and second, the guide
as to how this personality should work.” The
experience she gained convinced Julia that
a designer is not only a person who draws
talented sketches, but also a stylist who sees
the image in general and a person who possesses a strong personality with which to organize the work of a whole team.

Julia graduated from the Moscow Textile
Academy in 1989. In 2000 she worked with
the famous Italian master Roberto Cavalli.
“He has taught me the absolute freedom of
everything: in the creative process, as well
as in sketching and probing of clothes from
a collection. On the contrary, our Russian
school teaches that each work has to represent a fully finished creative object,” says
the designer. Even though Julia has become
a famous designer, she is certainly proud to
have maintained her relationships with all
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her teachers and colleagues - people who have
influenced her creative ways since the very beginning.
Julia organized her own workshop in 1992.
Soon, the artist’s salon became extremely popular
in professional circles, which allowed Julia to open
her own boutique on Lavroshenski Boulevard in
the mid ’90s. The concept behind the shop revolves around the idea of a cozy, home-like place
where people can come to communicate with
other similarly minded people, have a cup of coffee, and perhaps buy something of real value. The
House is a shop composed of five rooms, each of
them dedicated to a specific topic. However, not
all of the works presented in the boutique are of
the Dalakian brand - some of them are clothes
and accessories made by other designers, friends,
and acquaintances of Julia’s. In addition, Julia’s
House has hosted one of Moscow’s best gallery
exhibitions of flower bouquets. According to the
words of the hostess, her shop only sells items that
Julia likes herself. From her own collections, the
designer selects certain clothes, shoes, and accessories to be sold in the boutique.
Currently, Julia Dalakian’s Fashion House
is distinguished by its creative uniqueness, its
highly professional level of production, and its
competitive price points. The collections of the
House of Fashion are shown at international
fairs, exhibitions and shows in Moscow, Berlin,
Brussels, Düsseldorf, New York, and Milan. Furthermore, Julia Dalakian’s clothes are sold in her
own boutique in Moscow and in other prestigious shops all over the Russian capital.
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Larisa
Selyanina
Larisa Selyanina’s Fashion House was founded in
1989. Since that time, Larisa and her husband Oleg
have built up a well known trademark in Russia - Larisa Selyanina - out of just a local atelier. This trademark is notable for features such as its perfect quality, assurance, originality, and ethnic and ornamental
patterns.
Its history began in 1988, with Larisa’s entrance
into Russia’s Union of Designers and Oleg’s entrance
into the Union of Architects. They opened their studio, “Duplet,” at that time. The designer and architect
wanted to break out of this era of rebuilding (the “Perestroika”) and renounce the former Soviet Union with
their work.
Larisa Selyanina began her work in Soviet times,
when artistic councils were still in service. The main
purpose of an artistic council was to approve the pattern for mass production. In actuality, what the artistic
councils did was unfailingly choose the worst pattern
out of ten offered, denigrating everything else. But,
thankfully, the Perestroika left this phenomenon of artistic councils in the past. Only then were designers
allowed to do their work independently. Larisa worked
without hesitation about whether she would ever make
a profit, and she worked at random, at her own risk,
putting perspective before cheapness and her clients’
wishes before her own personal benefit. Only a few
years later did she fully realize the wisdom of she
learned Cotler & Drucker canons.
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Larisa’s participation in international
contests and exhibitions is the result of her
love for ethnicities, traveling, and the penetration of other cultures. She is a repeated
winner of the competition Tallinn Fashion
Days. With its severe nature, the Baltic is
one of Larisa’s favorite places of inspiration.
The national costumes of this region - their
natural color spectrum, coarse materials,
and ornamental patterns - have had a great
influence on Larisa as a fashion designer.
At Tallinn in 1991 Larisa became acquainted with Pacco Rabanne and received
an invitation to visit Paris with a group of
Russian designers in the context of SovietFrench shows in the gallery Lafayette. Being
gifted in graphic arts and painting, Larisa
always succeeds with complicated shapes
and forms; for this reason she enjoys participating in a contest whose theme is “Untamed Fashion,” in Riga - where she has
taken first place.
In 1995 her small production company
was founded. Larisa went to the United
States for an internship in business marketing and management. Her lecturer was the
Nobel Prize Laureate Professor V. Leontjev.
In beginning her own business, Larisa realized her own organizational, commercial, and diplomatic abilities. She became
a leader in this field, and her business was
named one of the twenty best enterprises
of the Sverdlovsk Region. Larisa became
a governmental delegate and went to an.
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international exhibition, Technologies from
Russia, in Rome. Then she became a Russian Fashion Week laureate in Moscow,
won a “Golden pin” prize at a fashion festival, and received a golden medal at the
Yekaterininskiy Passage international exhibition - as well as many other prizes.
1996 was the year of Larisa Selyanina’s

first boutique. Her brand became a common attribute of the successful woman.
Then Larisa opened an “Exclusive Dresses
Art Bureau” in Yekaterinburg, and, after
that, a boutique chain in the Ural Region.
Born in Yekaterinburg at the border of
the Western and Eastern civilizations, having traveled nearly half the globe, Larisa endeavors to express the richness of different
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cultures with every new collection. The
motto of her House of Fashion is “We can
learn everything about this world, but not
through optical hindsight.” Her creations
always express protest against wartime
injustices.
In 2000 Larisa made a new decision
with regard to the direction of the style
of her Fashion House. The main accent
would be knitted outer clothing - connecting Europe and the East with woolen
yarn. Her participation in the Silk Way International Festival in China had special
significance for Larisa. After that she became a laureate of the Sverdlovsk Region
Governor Prize for outstanding progress
in the field of arts and culture.
From 2003-2005, Larisa experimented
in many ways: with various geometrical
shapes, magical symbols of the East, the
representation of faces and palms, DNA
helix, leather, clay and stone, and ornamental patterns taken from ancient books
- and still all of her designs are imbued
with the Selyanina style, her ability to
connect the spirits of different ages and
cultures together. These collections were
presented at the High Fashion Days in
Moscow and at Russian Fashion Week.
In repeating the shapes of European
costumes and mingling them with Eastern brightness and silhouettes, Larisa
has realized that the cultures’ aesthetics
have a lot in common. The addition of
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a Vietnamese straw hat to a European
dress results in an image that has no
nationality, but which has a pleasing
aesthetic common to all mankind.
The play between different proportions and unexpected foreshortening
can also enhance a design’s effect.
The elegant colorful spectrum of Larisa’s favorite jacquard bunting, among
other European accents, makes the attraction and charm of her collections
even stronger. With a playful sneer
about fashion’s glamour, so colorful
and happy - that in fact is the image
that Larisa Selyanina chooses to express about her position in fashion
and her changeable life.
Her clothes are like no one else’s.
Almost every true Bohemian has an
ornamental work by Larisa Selyanina
in his or her wardrobe. And Larisa
still travels around the word; she has
crossed the equator several times,
climbed mountains, rambled around
the jungle, taken part in African hunts,
and listened to birdsong, always with
the intent to discover new themes and
ethnical motives to produce new, energetic collections.
Today Larisa Selyanina’s Fashion
House produces clothes of the prêt-àporter de lux class as well as exclusive
dresses and special clothes for different trading companies.
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Larissa
Pogoretskaya
Freedom from the suffocating
demands of the market is a lofty
goal quoted by many designers,
but few pursue this idea with such
uncompromising zeal as Larissa
Pogoretskaya. The clothes she
designs are not shipped to stores,
and she runs no store herself. She
uses no advertising, and there are
no advertising agencies or producers involved in her shows. She
rejected being one of many commercialized artists driven by profit’s sake. And she now continues
in the same tradition, deliberately
avoiding the intermediaries who
usually connect designer and consumer. Yet, any self-employed artist, regardless of brave declarations
of artistic freedom, must remain in
demand, or forfeit the opportunity to continue her creative work.
In other words, no artist can outrun the need to deal with clients
and dealers who seek the designer as friend, artist, or cash cow.
Freedoms aside, we are all commodities, even if we do sometimes
choose very different markets.
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and her aficionados speak in the language
of the cultural myth of St. Petersburg, and
this language is international. The myth
of Petersburg and the aura of the city are
grasped by Russians and non-Russians
alike. Pogoretskaya’s admirers, likewise,
live both “here,” and “there”-within Russia, and beyond it.
Critics and buyers as yet uninitiated
into the poetics of Pogoretskaya’s couture

Like money, which turns into mere
paper once it ceases to represent ideas,
designer clothes need to convey meanings lest they turn into rags. Someone
who purchases a couture raincoat or scarf
buys more than just an article of clothing:
it is a symbol or an idea. It is a concept.
What are the ideas that underlie Larissa
Pogoretskaya’s designs? How is she able
to retain her permanent clients despite her
extremely high price points? The designer
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might find it easier to approach it through the outspokenly conceptual monikers of
her collections. Here, “Baroque” and “Empire,” emblems of the classical styles of St.
Petersburg, collide with “Pearl Harbor” and “Emigration.” This kind of uneasy contrast
recalls an aesthetic of minimalism. Baroque and Empire represent styles that are saturated with spiritual content, while Pearl Harbor and Emigration carry associations of
destruction and evacuation-in terms of design, a dispensing with detail, and an avoidance of the careful deployment of the individual elements in a visual system.
Pogoretskaya’s signal designs always communicate the ethos of an entire era of art
or style. An empire waistline conjures up the whole Empire period. A corset captures
both the Baroque and the Victorian Era in its stays. A long skirt in combination with.
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a jacket restores us to the pristine beginnings of the twentieth century, the daring epoch of Art Nouveau and the
Modern style; and outer garments that trail all the way to
the floor-Pogoretskaya’s tour de force-transform the era of
Romanticism into Pogoretskaya’s own. True to the poetics
of minimalism and the themes of vanishing and dissolution, Pogoretskaya prefers line to decoration, the inherent
texture of a fabric to complex experiments performed on
it. She designs silhouettes; the clothing is not molded, but
rather drapes and falls. This aesthetic decision contributes to the airy lightness of Pogoretskaya’s oeuvre. The
principle of airiness is particularly evident on the catwalk,
where the motif of transparency is reiterated in the torsos
of the models glimmering behind draped folds and pleats.
Amidst the erosion of the solid forms of the past, only the
human body remains intact and untouched by decay. The
task of the couturiere is to reveal this body by draping it
artfully in cloth vestiges of the past.
Pogoretskaya’s palette is an important part of her symbolic system. Her colors play on the theme of St. Petersburg’s imperial epoch, fast disappearing in a romantic
haze. The tones are deep and saturated, yet restrained,
and often monochromatic. Black and white are common
in her designs. (In the Empire style, her “whites” range
from ecru to pale gold.) There is also a predominance of
varying shades of blue and grey, as well as ochre.
Like a museum that enhances the value of the art it
houses, Pogoretskaya’s atelier enables a viewer and potential buyer to grasp the fuller meaning of her designs.
A visitor here finds herself in the atmosphere of an intellectual and artistic salon that harkens back to the reign
of the influence of the Bohemian elite. These notions
are already archaic in the contemporary Russian context of commercially viable applied art. Pogoretskaya’s.
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Bohemian-intellectual
salon
continues the late-Soviet tradition of apartment exhibitions
and kitchen philosophizing
among the intelligentsia at the
same time that the designer’s
aesthetic recreates the ambience of a fin-de-siecle alternative creative space. The location
of the salon, a mansard attic in
Kolomna (Petersburg’s Bohemian district next to the famous
Mariinsky Opera and Ballet
Theater), and the Art-Nouveau
building that has steadily deteriorated over the past century,
intensify this impression. Paradoxically, the elected absence of
retail stores, agents, advertising,
and promoters becomes a vital
and effective strategy for commercial success. After she has
been inducted into the designer’s salon, a potential devotee
must sense intuitively that she is
communing with the crème de
la crème of the Petersburg cultural elite, with roots deep in the
imperial past. The rarified air of
this space must feel wondrously
exclusive, inaccessible to her
rivals, the common run of highend buyers who may be privileged and pampered but lack
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the power necessary to propel
them into the upper echelons
of high culture. Admission into
this sanctum depends on personal connections among the
cultural elite, which remains in
Petersburg. There is no comparable elite in Moscow, in which
rampant commercialism has
undermined such cultural traditions and forms, and the buyer
is most certainly aware of this.
A woman who purchases designs from Pogoretskaya does
not carry away mere objects of
adornment, but rather symbols
rich with meaning, symbols that
bespeak her intimate familiarity with cultural values. These
are symbols that can, moreover,.
be worn.
Pogoretskaya’s designs partake of the archaic salon culture
of the city, and they suggest a
venerable model of relations
between purveyor of goods and
client that more closely resembles the relationship between
an artist and an art patron.
And this aura of patronage is.
priceless.
Konstantine Klioutchkine
Los Angeles-St. Petersburg
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Lena
Carici
Being the leading preservationist of the old-fashioned tailoring
art, which was practically abandoned by other modern clothing
manufacturers, Lena Carici, a designer and simply extraordinary
person, succeeded in combining
her day-to-day work with individual customers and a Western business and marketing style. Working in her own small workshop
filled with the elegant spirit of her
great-grandmother’s lace and forgotten etiquette, Lena easily turns
into a business lady and takes a
habitual business trip to Rome or
St. Petersburg. Regardless of the
fact that clothes by Lena officially
belong to the prêt-à-porter de lux
class, Lena designs unique, individual dressings. She is sure that
“solo specchio” is the only way
to satisfy exigent customers’ demands.
Lena Carici prefers draping
expensive fabrics right on the client’s body to using traditional patterns. She applies hand-sewing in
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modern lace, cloqué, jacquard, taffeta, and
organza are skillfully combined and decorated with embroidery and rhinestones;
such combinations result sometimes in astonishing, unexpected, and even extravagant dressings.
Lena considers both Rome and St. Petersburg to be her homes and it looks like
these two cities, very rich in history and
culture, have had some impact on her

lining, quilting, embroidery, and edging.
At the same time Lena develops accelerated tailoring technologies that are based
on haute couture and which borrow some
modern methods from the mass-production
industry. Clothes by Lena have finesse and
elegance accentuated by exclusive fabrics
and accessories. Fabrics like antique and
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style. She combines delicate chic
with aristocratic feminity. In her
flight of imagination, her creative
mood, and therefore also in her
work one recognizes an echo of
Gothic, Baroque, and modernist
styles.
Dressings by Lena inspire the
wearer to change her way of life
- to steer away from a fussy daily
routine that leaves no time for
anything but jeans and a fleeting
stroke of lipstick in front of the
mirror - and to feel like a Woman: irresistible, majestic, and creative.
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Leonid
Alexeev
Leonid Alexeev, a young Russian designer from St. Petersburg,
is a former student of London’s St.
Martin’s College of Art and Design.
When he was nineteen, Leonid
worked in a factory as an artist-consultant for the young men’s fashion
line FOSP. He also gained good experience as a theatrical artist for an
amateur theater and also as an intern at the Italian Instituto Europeo
di Design. The young designer presented his first collection at the Petersburg prêt-à-porter week, which
gave Leonid the opportunity to work
on an apparel-and-tippet collection
for the city’s Embroidery House. In
2004, the 23-year-old Leonid Alexeev opened his own design studio.
Having a degree from St. Martin’s Menswear Design department,
Alexeev can be called a preserver of
the principles of the art of tailoring.
In his work, the designer accentuates cut and tailoring techniques,
thereby achieving clean and laconic collections. Most of them
are defined by outerwear apparel
- coats, mackintoshes, blazers, and
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jackets. The theatricality and traditional male cut (even in the female
collections, also distinguished by
their intellectual femininity) define
the studio’s style, which attracts a
clientele including young businessmen and women as well as the social elite.
In his work Leonid prefers developing new concepts rather than
adding details or final touches to
already existing ideas. His collections are associated with different
interpretations of the classics. In
one of his latest female collections,
“Ou sont les Hommes,” or “Seek
the Man,” girls walked down a runway in tailcoats, tuxedoes, camisoles, white bowties, gloomy dark
flounces, and skirts resembling
pants. They had little mustaches
drawn on their faces. The spectators, who had expected glamour,
stared at the models quite puzzled.
The press (female journalists, to be
exact) did not publish a word of
approval. Nevertheless, the collection sold out and the main buyers
were the exact same viewers from
this initial audience. In the emancipated models these women had
seen themselves. Is this a phenomenon? Not quite. In their dreams,
Russian women still want to be
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soft, feminine, and glamorous. In
Russia, it is not fashionable to admit
that you are a strong feminist woman; thus the lack of public praise
for the collection. The reality, however, is different. Women have long
had a masculine charge deep inside
themselves: their emotions are cool,
their rhythm of life is led by force,
and their strength often pushes men
aside. Therefore, Leonid’s collection
was a perfect fit for these women
and predicted its own commercial
success.
Summertime and vacations influenced another of Leonid’s collections. These were clothes for people
who are strong-spirited but don’t
resist indulging themselves. The collection emphasized variations on
the theme of the classic men’s suit.
The main model was a typically
strong and rigid man who has languished under the hot summer sun.
For women the collection included
swimsuits, tunics, mini-dresses and
skirts, thereby allowing the wearer
to accompany her strong partner.
In less than a year after its establishment, the design company sold
more than 800 of its clothing pieces.
“I make the design of the clothes,”
says Leonid. “The fabrics are bought,
then given to the patternmaker and
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the seamstresses. The management of the studio is divided into two parts, technical and
financial, and each department is run by a specialist.” Leonid adds that he tries to keep
his prices reasonable, so that his clothes are affordable even for students as they take
their first steps in a professional field.
The company was founded with Leonid’s own money. The young business owner has
proven that one can open a small design studio in Russia for $5,000 plus the $10,000
investment needed for employees’ salaries before the company starts to make a profit.
Just a few months after Leonid opened his studio he went back to London so that his first
steps in the fashion business would be concurrent with his education.
In Leonid’s opinion, the main obstacles for emerging studios which, like his own,
produce small lines of innovative fashion apparel are 1) that they do not yet have a
number of boutiques selling their stock, and 2) the conservativeness of buyers, who
tend to prefer well-known brands. “Few are those who would wear a strange cloth,”
says Leonid. “People are afraid of new tendencies, especially if they are not covered in
the fashion magazines. That is why it is hard to find clients for a young contemporary
designer. This kind of market pays off well for the designer only if he has good connections in the fashion world.”
Currently, the design studio of Leonid Alexeev annually presents two prêt-à-porter
collections, which include both ladies’ and men’s apparel. He also produces clothes
for private clients. The show for one of the designer’s recent collections took place at
London Fashion Week in St. Petersburg. With the support of the British Council, Leonid’s company holds an open seminar for contemporary British fashion. The company’s
clothing is now keenly purchased by stores and boutiques in the biggest cities in Russia.
Additionally, Leonid is working on a plan for international expansion.
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Lidia Soselia
The Lidia Soselia Fashion House, which has existed for more than eighteen years, is one
of the oldest establishments of its kind in Russia. Admirers of Lidia’s works value her style
because it fits the realities of life and yet is elegant and modern. The designer caters to
the needs and taste of businesswomen, who are the House’s main clients. In creating her
collections, Lidia is inspired by the idea of an active, prospering, working woman whose
life is dynamic and interesting, and who, regardless of her age, wishes to wear stylish and
quality clothes. Lidia thinks that style is a skill to be shown in various situations - combining
appearance, walk, hairstyle, and apparel into an integrated image. Her collections manage to be ultra-modern and romantic at the same time, provocative but also acceptable for
everyday use. The House’s clients include celebrities, artists, singers, and the political and
financial elite of Russia - people for whom it is important to feel self-confident and look
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appropriate to their status. “The dress
that suits a woman best is the one that
does not limit her motions and allows
her to forget about herself,” this is the
motto of the designer.
The basic characteristics of Lidia’s
garments are a good cut and hightechnology fabrics. In production she
uses silk-burette, fantasy tweed, organza with a velvet effect, linen with
metallic sputtering, boiled wool, knitted fabrics with intertwined strips of
leather and fur (a branded technology
of the House), cellular viscose, and
suede mesh. The House’s specialists
are familiar with rare technologies for
the processing of various materials
from leather to organza. Fabrics created from the sketches of Lidia Soselia
are manufactured in Italy. Lidia works
with Italian manufacturers of fabrics
and accessories such as Gritti, Serikos,
Vasino, Monteoliveto, Tesslan, Linea
Tessile Italiana, and others. “Although,
thanks to the good patterns, clothes
often fit well without any alterations,”
says Lidia, “we practice individual approach. For example, when any correction has to be made to a garment
in order for it to fit better, the work is
done by a special tailor. Bearing in
mind that many of the clothes have
elements of handwork and exist in
single pieces, it turns out that we deal
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with quite exclusive apparel.”
Lidia determined her future occupation in middle school, when she felt
the desire to create something unusual with her hands. Then the future
designer graduated from a theatrical
college with flying colors and earned
a diploma to be a theatrical costume
designer. Later she worked in the
workshop of the Malyi Theatre in Moscow. In 1984 she headed the House of
Youth Fashion in Russia, the first one
in the USSR at that time. In 1987, supported by Swiss partners, the Fashion
House of Lidia Soselia was opened in
a historical building literally rebuilt
from ruins; it had originally been constructed in 1875, in the center of Moscow, just 500 meters away from Red
Square. The four-story house shelters a
workshop, a boutique, and production
premises. Just a year after the creation
of the Fashion House, a mass production of prêt-à-porter de lux apparel was
begun, and the clothes were sold with
great success in Europe and Asia.
Lidia holds many awards. In 1990,
she received a gold medal in Munich as well as a first-place award at
a contest in Switzerland for the most
impressive collections. In 1998, at the
Haute Couture week in Moscow, Lidia
received the “Silver Tunic” award for
her contribution to the development
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of homeland fashion. The designer has
also worked as a stylist in Alta Moda
in Italy, while at the same time continuing to develop her own business
in Moscow.
Nowadays, Lidia Soselia has her
own representative in Verona and a
showroom in Berlin. The manufacturing of her clothing lines continues
in Italy and Moravia. A Czech apparel factory has bought one of Lidia’s
manuals, and in Italy a whole sewing
enterprise runs using the designer’s
patterns.
Lidia’s women’s collections astonish viewers with their variety and
unexpected mixture of style. They include various skirts with box-pleats,
flounces, ruffles, and lace of tulle and
pieces of fabrics with various shapes,
complex corsets, cozy coats with big
collars, sleeves in the empire style,
dresses from the Art Deco era, sexy
lacings and slits, naїve accessories,
whimsical buttons, embroidery with
beads or big natural semi-precious
stones, old leather and worn-like
suede, knitted fur combined with jersey, and drawn-thread work.
In 2003 Lidia became the first designer in Russia to produce women’s
clothes of larger sizes - Lidia Soselia
Plus. She presented two girls at once
on the runway - models of size 16,
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who, very charming and beautiful in
their own way, are dressed in the same
clothes as regular models, but in a far
larger size. The designer tries to convince women that “If there is a sparkle
in your eyes and you are dressed in
a stylish outfit, then nobody is going
to notice your extra pounds.” The designer has developed a cut that makes
women look more slender. This is not
just a pattern gradation from size 2 to
size 16, but a development of a whole
new cut in accordance with all the
anatomical particularities of heavier
women. The new line has had great
success in the Czech Republic and the
collection is also bought by boutiques
in Düsseldorf, Zurich, Geneva, Milan,
and Munich.
Lidia has also developed a men’s
collection for “metro-sexual” men
- “dreaming men,” as Lidia says - as
well as designs for fashion-savvy representatives of the artistic professions
and show business.
Currently, the seasonal collections
of the Lidia Soselia Fashion House
contain more than 600 models ranging in size from 2 to 16. Lidia’s fashion
shows in Moscow precede her shows
in Düsseldorf and Berlin, and the
clothing is sold at boutiques in Russia,
France, Italy, Switzerland, Germany,
and Saudi Arabia.
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Luda
Dobrokhotova
Designer Luda Dobrokhotova works
mainly with hand-knitted fabrics. She is
the head of her own Fashion House, which
has seven branches in Tula and the region,
with more than 200 first-rate knitters working there. Things produced by the Dobrokhotova label are one-of-a-kind originals.
In her work Luda uses yarn produced
in accordance with the latest techniques
in Italy, France, Finland, and England. Her
authorial innovation is a seamless knitting
of garments that has a lot of advantages,
for example: the production process involves only knitters, so there’s no need to
engage seamstresses, and a piece of clothing can be turned inside-out or back-tofront and look equally good. Another of
Luda’s ideas was to make yarn for knitting by means of mixing together different kinds of threads. Clothes knitted from
a mixed yarn don’t shrink, don’t felt, and
are durable. These qualities are deeply
appreciated by customers - students, actresses, businessmen, and Bohemians - for
their design and practicality. Among Luda’s clients are also white-collar workers
who spend all day long in their offices and
therefore need warm, delicate, and comfy
knitted pullovers. All of the garments in
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the designer’s collections are compatible, and
clothing combinations may be flippant and
eclectic or conservative and elegant, depending on their owner’s mood and wishes.
From her early childhood Luda enjoyed
spending time at a knitting plant where her
grandmother worked. A little girl couldn’t go
unnoticed by the workers, and when Luda was
five years old she began to show clothes on the
local catwalk. Out of stockinet and yarn offcuts she made clothes for her dolls and later for
herself, having built up a reputation for being
the most stylish schoolgirl in the neighborhood.
Luda taught herself how to make clothes, and,
soon after finishing art school, became a chief
artist’s assistant at the Tula knitting association
Zarya. A year later she took up a position of
artist-modeler, then a position as chief knitwear designer at the Tula Fashion House and
costume designer for a theater. In 1990 Luda
Dobrokhotova established her own Fashion
House whose essential difference from earlier
enterprises was the application of only handknitting techniques. Luda even invented a halfin-jest and, initially seeming, contradictory
term for her business model: “Hand knitting as
mass production.” But taking into account the
amount of knitwork supplied by her to different
shops and boutiques, the truth of these words
is beyond any doubt. “Many world designers
apply hand knitting in their works, but they
do it fragmentally: this is either a decorative.
inset, or a collar,” Luda says. “We can afford
ourselves to build our manufacture entirely
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on hand-knitting at the same time keeping
the prices for our knitwear at a reasonable
level.”
Then came a long train of victories at
contests including Burda Moden (in 1996)
and The Dress of the Year (in 1999), as well
as participation in the Fashion Gallery (an
international exhibition in Düsseldorf), a
period of trainee in Copenhagen, the international prize “For Commercial Prestige”
(the New Millennium Award in Rome),
and partnership with different Russian and
foreign companies that made collections
for Gregory and Boss Bison. In 2000 Luda
joined the Russian Creative Union of Artists and the International Artists Federation
within UNESCO.
A distinguishing feature of her collections is kind humor and a total absence of
pathos. Country life scenes, animals, and
even fruit and vegetables have been her
inspirations and have also supplied ornamental patterns for her collections. Fashion
made by Luda is aptly called “kind fashion.” There is a fact having no relation to
the world of fashion but which will characterize Luda accurately as a person: Together with her husband she found owners for
more than 150 homeless dogs picked up
from her native town’s streets. All of them
were first taken into her house, where she
washed and clipped them; she then called
a veterinarian and gave the animals up only
to “reliable hands.” She was told that for all
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she had done she would be granted absolution, but Luda replied that her sins aren’t
commensurable to her good deeds.
And again a few words about fashion.
One of Luda’s innovations was a “cap-wig”
that could be worn in cold weather, like a
second, warmer head of hair - washable,
colorable, and capable of being cut. Another time Luda chose knitted winter landscapes as the basic motive for her garments;
this collection was a success in Bulgaria,
the Czech Republic, and Belgium. Her collection on the subject of Bulgakov’s novel
Master and Margaret was peculiar with its
knitted red drops of blood.
One of her successful collections, “Undertone,” combines reasonable commercial
calculation with innovative author’s technologies and design. All of the garments
are seamless and knitted of mink, fox, and
astrakhan fur stripes with the addition of
mohair and wool yarn. This collection was
bought up by a trading network, Bosco Di
Cilegi, where it was sold at once. Bosco’s
example was followed by other well-known
boutiques, such as The Seventh Continent
and Trevis Jordan, to which Luda gave a
monthly supply of a hundred of her pieces
of clothing. Her other successful collection,
“Walk,” with long knitted mohair skirts and
pullovers with biblical motives, shown at
prêt-à-porter week in Smolensky Passage,
was recognized as the most crowd-pulling
collection of the show. In her collection.
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“Reportage” Luda used chiffon for
both sewing and knitting: thin stripes
of fabric are used instead of traditional
yarn. To make one garment it takes
dozens yards of cloth. The designer
combines chiffon with mohair, rabbit, astrakhan, fox and silver fox fur;
she also uses various trimmings like
fringe and tassels. Even a wedding
dress made in the Western style was
knitted. The most popular patterns are
produced in ten copies at the most.
Even so the label doesn’t produce two
identical pullovers because they are
handmade, and this makes them practically unique. The range of goods is
renewed every week so that all comers can find something to their liking.
One of the designer’s primary goals
is to totally exclude homemade feel
from her garments, to make them respectable and elegant. With all this,
according to Luda, they have “fine
positive energy perceived by a client,”
increased by high technologies’ application, high-quality raw materials,
and knitters’ skill.
When interviewing applicants for a
job the main question Luda asks them is
if the person can imagine her life without knitting. “If a person doesn’t have
a calling for the profession, she won’t
be able to work, and I owe all success
of my enterprise to people working
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there,” says the proprietress of her own
business. Luda puts quality first; she thinks
that it’s better to spend two weeks making
one thing that will instantly find its client
rather than to produce efficiently needless
clothes. The wholesale price for her garments is $100-300, and this price is fully
appropriate for both the label’s customers
and the manufacturer. The designer creates her things in conformity with the style
of the boutique where they will be for sale:
avant-garde things are supplied to youth
clothing shops, and classic garments to respectable ones.
Today Luda Dobrokhotova relies with
certainty on her twenty-year experience
of running her business - her ability to
compete, her production flexibility, and
the uniqueness of each piece of clothing. The designer produces two seasonal
prêt-à-porter collections per year, and
one collection for High Fashion Week.
In future the designer plans to establish
a factory and a showroom in Moscow;
she also wants to found a mastery school
and courses for persons wishing to work
in fashion industry, so she can impart her
knowledge. Today Luda Dobrokhotova is
a member of Russian High Fashion and
the Prêt-à-porter Association. She also
plays an active part in many regional contests as a head of jury. She awards winners with the status of trainee in her Fashion House for free.
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Ludmila
Yakushina
Ludmila Yakushina is one of the first Russian fashion designers to place their name
on an industrial clothing collection. Prior
to that clothes bore the label of the factory
that produced them, and the designer’s
name remained unknown. The future designer received her first “orders” for clothing during her pre-school years - while
on the playground, young Yakushina designed clothes for her friend’s dolls. While
obtaining her education as a graphic artist
at Moscow Art University, Ludmila managed to hone her excellent patternmaking
skills thanks to her tutor, Dmitriy Panov,
the chief designer of the Central Testing
Technical Sewing Laboratory, which at
that time was developing pattern templates
for all of the tailoring workshops in the Soviet Union.
During the Perestroika, Ludmila established a small studio for tailoring theatrical costumes, while also being able to
carry out private orders simultaneously.
When working with private clients, Ludmila revealed to them that she knew exactly what they needed. She often said to
a person: “I’m taking a risk in suggesting
what you will like!” She possessed the
gift of being able to disclose the potential
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and personality of her clients through the
clothing she designed for them. Women
who wore Yakushina’s clothes, surprisingly or not, succeeded in their careers
and managed to settle their personal lives
well.
Other qualities for which Ludmila has
been known are her sensitivity and amicability. Some of her regular clients nowadays
come to her just to be “charged with posi-

tive fluids.” Moreover, being a manager of
her own company, Ludmila utilizes these
charming qualities of character to influence
favorably the mindset of her employees and
to triumph in conflicting situations.
In August 1991, with the money she
earned from tailoring theatrical costumes,
Yakushina created her own enterprise.
Since 1995 it has been known as the Fashion House of Ludmila Yakushina. The first
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began to look a lot brighter.
“There is a constant battle within myself
- a competition between the artist and the
director,” explains Ludmila. “I recently gave
myself a test for determining the tendency
of the personality to a definite type of activity. It turned out that I am equally an entrepreneur and a creator.” Indeed, Ludmila
strives thoroughly to plan her business, to
assign efficient tasks to her whole team, and

few years after the creation of this company were strewn with trouble and grief.
Due to the redistribution at that time of
many Russian properties, the designer often had to change her lease premises. The
main difficulty in this was not moving the
office itself, but transferring all of the sewing equipment. When eventually Ludmila
managed to stay for a while in a reliable,
possibly even permanent, location, things
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Regardless of difficult Russian conditions Ludmila manages to escape the
closed cycle of manufacturing and retail.
She describes her House of Fashion as a
living organism that is constantly growing and presenting new possibilities for
research and development. The employees enjoy a high level of creative freedom,

to dispose responsibly of money, which is
usually not inherent to creative personalities. “On Mondays I make up a business
plan for the whole week - I pay attention
to the manufacturing as well as to the trade
and finances. On Tuesdays and Thursdays
I concentrate on the creative process. Despite all, the weekly distribution of tasks is
flexible and rooted in reality,” the designer
explains.
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which is quite different from the conditions in large,
established companies, where everything has been
created a long time ago and has become somewhat
automated and mechanical. Ludmila’s establishment presents an atmosphere in which employees
may learn and in which there exists the possibility
of progressing quickly in the professional field. This
is why her workers treat the business as their own
- a perspective which, in essence, is a prerequisite
for success.
At the heart of Yakushina’s classical collections lie
avant-guard outlines and unexpected combinations.
The designer strives to escape from “correct” fashion
solutions and to deviate from bland colors or stylistic laws, thus breaking developed dogmas and traditions. In her collections Ludmila shows the many
ways in which, for instance, a costume may be worn.
In everyday life a jacket, together with a skirt or trousers, is considered formal clothing, while in the eyes
of Ludmila it gains new meaning. A wisely selected
costume may be worn to a party or a theater, even to
a wedding. In Yakushina’s words, “I have the ability
to create clothes that look like high-level designer’s
garments, even if they have been sewn from inexpensive fabrics.”
In her shows Ludmila reveals the personality of a
common woman and makes her the performance’s
heroine. Her life from youth to maturity is shown
retrospectively, together with her fantasies and
everyday reality. In her clothes Ludmila constantly
brings out the sentimentality of historical costumes.
“I have never worked according to the principle
that one should “serve the population,” she says.
“I quite rarely set out for private orders. I do it just
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in cases where I personally like the client and
even then I do it just as a creative experiment.
My earnings come from mass production.”
The designer’s female clients tend to be intellectual and independent women. ”We create for
those who feel young regardless of their age!” is
the credo of the Fashion House. The designer
herself lives in harmony to the same motto, according to which people who feel young strive
for maintenance of their wellness and appearance regardless of their age.
Since the beginning of her career Ludmila
has presented numerous collections at various
fairs, festivals, and fashion weeks in Moscow,
Tallin, Leipzig, and Paris. In addition, she has
been a jury member at professional contests for
young fashion designers. In her words, at the
present moment she is developing her business
“in depth, not in width,” making economic
and creative improvements to the already existing structure. However, a serious expansion
is underway in the near future - the House of
Fashion plans to create collections from fabrics
based on its own ideas.
Currently, Ludmila has more than one hundred employees. Since 2001 she has regularly
presented her prêt-à-porter collections at Russian Fashion Week. She manufactures thousands of different clothing pieces, averaging
over 2,000 per month, varying in sizes from 2
to 10. Yakushina’s clothing can be found both
in small fashion shops and in big brand-name
boutiques in Moscow, and the assortment is renewed every week.

